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class outline 
Prologue 
1. Who are we? 
2. Readings and guiding questions 

Part 1: Lecture 
1. Network infrastructure and splintering urbanism 
2. Australian telecommunication network infrastructure 
3. Public wi-fi: An introduction 
4. An overview of 3 cases (state, community, commercial) 
5. Public wi-fi: Effective infrastructure? 

Part 2: Discussion 
1. Splintering urbanism and public wi-fi 

Part 3: Wrap Up 



Prologue 
 



who are we? 
› Researchers at the RMIT Centre for Urban Research (GUSS) 
› Expertise in communications infrastructure investment, policy and regulation 
› Currently examining the emergence and evolution of Public Wi-Fi 
 McShane, I, Wilson, CK & Meredyth, D (2015) Digital Interventions in Declining Regions, in: E. Ardevol, S. Pink & D. 

Lanzeni (Ed.) Digital Materialities: Anthropology and Design (London: Bloomsbury). 
 Wilson, CK, Shamier, C & McShane, I (2015) Public wi-fi: Emergent urban infrastructure in the Asia Pacific & South Asia 

(Melbourne: RMIT Centre for Urban Research & The Australian APEC Study Centre). 
 Wilson, CK & McShane, I (2015) Wireless citizens and the wireless city: Public wi-fi as renewed public investment in 

communication infrastructure, Australian and New Zealand Communication Association, Queenstown, NZ, 8-10 July. 
 McShane, I, Wilson, CK & Gregory, M (2014) Customers to provide the hotspots in Telstra’s new Wi-Fi plan, The 

Conversation. 
 McShane, I, Wilson, CK & Meredyth, D (2014) Broadband as Civic Infrastructure - The Australian Case Media International 

Australia, 151, pp.127-136. 
 McShane, I (2013) Local Public Broadband – the Missing Link in Australia’s Broadband Debate, Proceedings of 3rd 

National Local Government Researchers’ Forum, Adelaide.  
 McShane, I & Gregory, M (2013) Free public Wi-Fi in Melbourne: what’s in it for the providers?, The Conversation, 22 

October. 



readings 

1. Broadband as Civic Infrastructure - The Australian Case  
(Government investment)  

2. Digital Interventions in Declining Regions  
(Community investment) 

3. Customers to provide the hotspots in Telstra’s new WiFi plan  
(Commercial investment) 



guiding questions 

Splintering Urbanism questions 
› What is happening to the previously sleepy and often taken-for-granted world of networked 

urban infrastructure? 
› How can we explain the emergence of myriads of specialised, privatised and customised 

networks and spaces … even in nations where the ideal of integrated, singular infrastructures 
was so recently central to policy thinking and ideology?  

› How is the emergence of privatised, customised infrastructure networks interwoven with the 
changing material, socioeconomic and ecological development of cities and urban regions? 

› What do these trends mean for urban policy, governance and planning? 
Focussed question 
› While city governments have long engaged in the provision of physical infrastructure such as 

roads and drains, many now see the provision of wireless network infrastructure as a natural 
extension of this role. Is there anything distinctive about wireless that might complicate this? 



Part 1: Lecture 
 



Network infrastructure  
and splintering urbanism 

 



modern infrastructure ideal 

› Centralised infrastructure networks until late 20th century 
Post-WWII modern infrastructural ideal 
 “networks are usually imagined to deliver broadly similar, essential services to (virtually) everyone at 

similar cost across cities and regions, most often on a monopolistic basis. Fundamentally, 
infrastructure networks are thus widely assumed to be integrators of urban spaces” 

 Considered fundamental for social integration, economic development eg. power, water, roads, rail, 
telecommunications …  

 Monopolistic government provision (departmental or government agency) provides efficiency of scale, 
cross-subsidies universal access (geographic/social) 

 Centralised infrastructure is largely invisible: 
 Management & development of network infrastructure obscured within technical and technocratic institutions 
 Taken for granted by the population 
 Commonly overlooked (as an engineering concern) by social sciences 



late 20th cent. modern infrastructure ideal collapse 

› Generated by privatisation and deregulation (leading to infrastructure liberalisation) 
 Privatisation: The transfer of the supply of a good or service from a government (public) agency to a 

non-government (private) body.  
 Deregulation: The freeing up of the operational rules that govern an industry, often to generate greater 

levels of market competition. Addresses questions about how much competition should be allowed, 
investment restrictions (domestic/foreign capital). Note: it is possible to deregulate and open a market 
to greater competition without privatising the incumbent public provider. 

 Liberalisation: When a market is highly deregulated, highly competitive and privatised, the overarching 
term liberalisation is applied. 

› Facilitated by technological change 
 Reduced transaction costs (eg automatic road tolls), open-source customisation (eg Linux) 

› Driven by shifting governmental and economic framework 
 End of the long boom (1950s-1970s); collapse of communism; challenge to welfare state (fiscal, 

ideological); rise of market ideology; global/regional free-trade regime; structural adjustment 
requirements 



splintering urbanism: increasing visibility & new approach to 
urban infrastructure provision  
› Intensification and diversification of interests:  
 Government: capital value, market regulation and shaping 
 Commercial: investment opportunity, private finance, competition 
 Community: customer protection, civic ‘inverse’ provision 

› Fragmentation of provision and access  
 Unbundling: from large scale integrated investment to project-based risk and return assessment 
 Minimise geographic and social cross-subsidy 
 Favoured spaces and users 
 Premium networks/access regimes 

› Splintering urbanism 
 The “territorial unevenness of production will result in an extraordinary geography of differential value 

making that will sharply contrast countries, regions, and metropolitan areas” (Castells 1997: 21). 
 Physically close spaces can be severed, undermining “the notion of infrastructure networks as binding 

and connecting territorially cohesive urban spaces” and increasing inequality (G&M 2001 :16) 



Australian telecommunications: the modern ideal  

 S51 Constitution est. telecommunications as a federal power.  
Formation of Postmaster General’s Department (PMG) one of the first 
federal tasks in 1901; Telecom (1975; renamed Telstra, 1995) 

 Principal of universal service at affordable cost = Australia one of the best 
take-up rates in the world. 62% connection (1975) 96% connection (1995). 

 Massive and rapid growth (1980-2010 – tripled direct contribution to 
economy and central to productivity growth) 

The consensus was that a public telecommunications authority constituted a 
natural monopoly … where (at least in theory) one firm could produce services at 
lower average costs than could two or more firms. The natural monopoly model 
was long considered the only way of constructing national infrastructure and 
delivering telecommunications services to all. Given the higher relative costs of the 
construction of telecommunications services in rural areas, the telecommunications 
industry was historically considered as inappropriate for major private-sector 
ownership and control on the grounds that unregulated, profit-oriented firms 
would not provide universal public access to telephone services, or lead to systems 
that were operationally incompatible. (Trevor Barr) 



Aust. telco deregulation: splintering provision 

› Service and infrastructure deregulation 
 Services: providers purchase infrastructure from 

carriers on-selling it to their own customers. This 
requires an Access Regime “used by entrants to gain 
access at fair prices to those parts of the networks that 
it was uneconomic for them to build for themselves”. 

 Infrastructure: build network/add to a network 

› Managed competition(1991–1997) 
 Telstra and Optus duopoly in fixed line  

(in 2008 Telstra 71% direct, 14% wholesale) 
 Govt. issued third digital mobile carrier licence b/c 

growth opportunity (Vodafone, 1993) 

› Open competition post-July 1997 
 Competition free-for-all. No limitations on the number of 

carriers (397 licences issued/229 active carriers) 
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Aust. telco privatisation: splintering provision 

› Telstra privatisation (1997-2011) 
 Partial to complete sell-off in five waves: 1997, 1999, 2007, 2009, 2011 
 Single entity, no asset break-up 

› Telstra’s wired infrastructure and the USO 
 Powerful incumbent 7th largest Australian company by market capitalisation (2013), controls almost all 

wired infrastructure 
 Telstra remains vertically integrated: providing retail services (increasingly diverse, including media 

services such as Foxtel) and is an infrastructure wholesaler selling to competing service providers. 
(Regulation required to circumvent anti-competitive behaviour) 

 Customer provision protection - industry funded USO (net cost of unprofitable services calculated and 
all carriers contribute in proportion to their share of total industry revenue). Telstra is the primary USO 
provider. 



Aust. telco liberalisation: splintering provision 
› Wireless market – more flexible market entry 
 Mobile phones (began 1987 – Telecom); 2G Telecom, Optus and Vodafone (1993); Hutchinson 3G in 2003 

(others launched in 2005), smartphones 2007/08 (apple and android); 4G 2011/12 

 Splintering (no USO) – mobile blackspot program (supplementary support for market) 

› After a decade of liberalisation many agreed that the prevailing structures and regulation were 
failing, particularly in relation to infrastructure 
 Lack of comprehensive infrastructure investment - overlap of fibre offering (by 2008 Telstra covered 2.5m 

homes + Optus 1.4m = 2.6m total). 

 Telstra competitors claim its control of most of the fixed line customer access and backhaul has produced a 
lop-sided industry structure. Call to establish a wholesaler or break Telstra up. 

 Telstra claims existing regulations set wholesale pricing too low and discourage network investment (copper 
or optical). It claimes Optus underutilised its infrastructure investment, and “prefer to cheap ride on Telstra’s 
networks rather than upgrade, much less further deploy, networks of their own”. 



NBN: a return to the modern ideal? 

› 2 Birds | 1 Stone 
 Reduce dissatisfaction with quality and price of broadband services offered in the competitive market  
 Generate structural separation in the telco market (wholesale and retail distinction divided) 

› 2008 Rudd announces NBN 
 Fast (12mbs) fixed-line broadband to 98% of Australians within 5 years (cost $15b incl. govt $4.7b).  
 Network operator would be wholesaler – provision at uniform national price 
 Problems – tender process, regulatory settings, global financial crisis, rise of mobile broadband 

› 2009 NBN Co. 
 Labor: FTTP model – $40-$45b; Telstra’s copper network decommissioned (major compo deal) 
 Coalition: Mixed tech FTTN - $28-$56b; Telstra back in the game 

› Splintering 
 Switching tech.; customised access (FTTP) - $10-20k for 1000m – pursued by individuals and councils. 
 Delays… delays … delays … uncertainty … uncertainty … uncertainty 

For nearly twenty years, governments had been getting out of detailed decisions 
about telecommunications networks. Australia’s National Broadband Network and 
related initiatives around the world … would put them right back in (Given, 2010). 



splintering provision – new players 

› Shift away from the modern/centralised ideal of Commonwealth telecommunications 
provision has encouraged more than just commercial players 
 Local and State Government taking a more active role  
 Historically centred on planning regulations, with provision limited to library service 

 Now coveting fibre, and considering new provision models (Gosford City Council is a licensed carrier; City of 
Burnie spun off an ISP in 2007) 

 Community involvement 
 Communications activism 

 Pragmatic solutions 

› A key space in which local and state government and community orgs are operating 

is public wi-fi 



Public wi-fi:  
An introduction 

 



› Fast platform for transferring data 

› Cheap – the key transmission infrastructure, known as Access Points (APs) are 
relatively inexpensive and pretty easy to set up, as is the in-device hardware. 

› Universal (laptops, tablets, phones, gaming devices, cameras, digital audio 
players, ebook readers, even some refrigerators!) 

› Licence exempt open spectrum (Free ISM 2.4GHZ and 5GHZ bands) 

› Low power (reduce interference) 

› Roaming capability (incremental improvements) 

› Expandable (introduction of mesh networking to replace backbone-hub-spoke) 
[APs and Internet Gateways] 

 

A local area computer networking technology created in 
1999 and incorporated in electronic devices to allow them 
to wirelessly connect to each other and to the internet. 



wi-fi – public provision, provision in public 

› Initially a private domestic and commercial business technology 
› Public possibilities emerged 
› A matrix of publics: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
› We will take a pretty flexible view of this today (satisfy one public component) 
 

Public space Private Space 

Public provider Private Provider 

Public user Private user 



(1)  
Wi-fi’s limited transmission range requires 
deployment of a large number of Access 
Points (APs) to create zonal coverage 

(2)  
Governments control an array of infrastructure 
on which to mount APs [providing a significant 
advantage in network development] 

public wi-fi networks … require access to a large stock of 
distributed physical infrastructure 



2000 2005 2010 2015

Growth Phase 1 

- Commercialisation of  
wi-fi (1999) 

- North American & 
European investment 

Declining Fortunes 

- Overly ambitious city-wide projects 
- Business model uncertainty 
- Legal & legislative challenges 

Growth Phase 2 

- Smartphone/tablet uptake 
- Better & cheaper wi-fi hardware 
- Telco support to reduce network 

congestion by offloading data 
- Realistic tech. & business models 
- Australian investment 
- Asia-Pacific investment 

public wi-fi networks … are rapidly emerging as important 
urban communication infrastructure  



Brisb. City Council - 22 Parks (2011+) 
QR Trains (2011+) 
 

Cairns Regional Council - 9mth street trial (2013) 

Wollongong City Council – 
CBD Mall Red. (prop.2012) 

Sydney Ferries (2011+) 
RailCorp - station trial (2011) 
Waverly & Leichhardt Council 
 - beach & park trial (2012) 
Darling Harbour Red.  
(prop.2013) 

Goulburn Group - CBD (2013+) 

ACT Buses  
(prop.2012) 
Canberra CBD  
(prop.2012) 

Perth City Council - CBD 
network exp. (2012+) 
City of Vincent – Leederville 
CBD red. (prop.2012) 
City of Fremantle – CBD 
(prop.2012) 
City of Swan - CBD trial (2010) 
 

State Govt.-12 mth tram and bus 
Trial (2012) 
Adelaide City Council – CBD 
(prop.2012)  

Geelong City Council – 
Park & transport hub trial 
(2012) 

Darebin City Council – CBD(2012+) 
Moreland City Council - park 
(2012+) Tas. State Govt – Waterfront 18mth trial (2010) 

Renew Newcastle & Newcastle  
NOW – CBD (2009+; 2013+) NT Govt. Buses (2013) 

NT Govt. & Council  
Mall WiFi (2013)  

NT Govt. Bus interchange and buses (2013) 
City Council Mall (2011)  

a local wireless city movement? 



- Networks are established independently or as cross-sector partnerships 
- Government is well positioned to contribute to networks through its distributed infrastructure  

Victorian state govt. Commercial Government 

Goulburn free wi-fi 
Est. 2013 

Businesses AP location & Internet Gateway 
Free access 

Government infrastructure 
Free access 

Est. 2014 Est. 2014 
Telstra Air 

Initially free, Now for Telstra 
customers 

Public phones 

Community 

public wi-fi networks … are developed by a range of 
government, community and commercial actors 



Public wi-fi:  
Local & State Government 

 



Victorian public wi-fi 2014+ 

› Public Private Partnership (State/Local Govt & iiNet) 
 12 March 2014 EOI announcement [note, City of Melb 

announcement in October 2013] 
 29 Oct 2014 iiNet won the right to build and operate public wi-fi 

networks in Melbourne, Bendigo and Ballarat  
(note: an election was to be held on 29 Nov) 

 $6.7 million grant for 5 year trial 
 iiNet gain access to state and local govt infrastructure 

› The offer 
 250 megabytes/day 
 No advertising 
 No data mining (collecting personal data) 



Victorian public wi-fi: Melbourne CBD 

 



Victorian public wi-fi 






why is local and State government investing? 

› inter-urban competitiveness (tourism, investment) 
› equity & digital inclusion 
› economic development & local innovation 

 
› service & infrastructure efficiencies  
› civic engagement & community building 
› civic governance  
› safety & security 

29 



… and there is a sense that it is a vote winner! 



Public wi-fi:  
Community 

 



the Goulburn Group and Goulburn public wi-fi 
› The Goulburn Group (TGG) formed in 2007 
 Community action group formed to conduct research and promote 

environmentally and economically sustainable development 

› TGG WiFi proposal to council (2008, 2010) 
 Frustrated with regional telco infrastructure 
 WiFi as marketing device: 
 a reason to come into town (highway bypass 1992) 
 a signaling device about progressive community (responding to collapse of 

wool industry 1991 and drought into mid-2000s) 

 Without technical expertise TGG relied on third party to determine 
network requirements and cost 

 Proposed network 2-3 Aps, $16k capital and $6k annual operations 

›  Council rejection 
  cost, functionality, risk 



Goulburn open-mesh-project network 

› TGG 2013 network development (responding to council concerns) 
 Mesh network – easy to install and expand 
 Open-Mesh equipment – low cost 
 APs $300 each, weatherproof, use 12v power and data over one cable 
 Units configured remotely through a cloud based controller 
 Local businesses provide AP and/or Gateways.  
 Gateway internet access provided is surplus data purchased by commercial 

business ISP plans 
 Risk? Terms & conditions; speed; site-blocking; monitoring data use 

› TGG 2014 network upgrade 
 Faster speeds 
 Customisable splash pages 
 Coupons … Carrier? 



Public wi-fi:  
Commercial 

 



Telstra Air: Commercial wi-fi 

› In May 2014 Telstra announced that it would spend 
$100m building one of the world’s largest wi-fi networks 
with 2 million APs! 

› 8,000 actual public APs 
 Telstra public payphones 
 It has around 10,000 of them 
 They have power, backhaul and optimum height (2.5m) 
 Gregory – USO provision, anti-competitive? 

 Deals with business customers, local and state govt? 

› 1,992,000 provided by Telstra customers 
 Home wi-fi modem signal split (public/private) 
 FON technology 

35 



FON - federated wireless sharing system  

› Federated Wi-Fi sharing organised and facilitated by a private enterprise 
 Members (Foneros) purchase a FON community WiFi router (La Fonera) that splits their existing 

internet connection to enable public WiFi access. In return they may freely access the connection of 
other Foneros 

 Initially underwritten by online companies (incl. Google, Skype, Microsoft) 
 Telcos and ISPs sign distribution deals with FON (incl Telstra) 
 17.5 million FON spots worldwide 

› Telstra’s deal is slightly different 
 Telstra customers who opt-in to share their home signal become part of the club 
 Downloads made on non-home APs are charged against the home broadband plan 

› Benefit to Telstra 
 Marketability, monetises wi-fi, data offloading, outsources infrastructure provision and maintenance 

› Effectiveness 
 Useless in low density 
 



 



Public wi-fi:  
Effective infrastructure? 

 



Use 
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 … but little evaluation against these 
rationales has been undertaken 

public wi-fi networks are developed on the 
basis of a range of rationales… 



public wi-fi networks …  a utopian vision 






Part 2: Discussion 
 



the questions 
Splintering Urbanism questions 
› What is happening to the previously sleepy and often taken-for-granted world of networked 

urban infrastructure? 
› How can we explain the emergence of myriads of specialised, privatised and customised 

networks and spaces … even in nations where the ideal of integrated, singular infrastructures 
was so recently central to policy thinking and ideology?  

› How is the emergence of privatised, customised infrastructure networks interwoven with the 
changing material, socioeconomic and ecological development of cities and urban regions? 

› What do these trends mean for urban policy, governance and planning? 
Focussed question 
› While city governments have long engaged in the provision of physical infrastructure such as 

roads and drains, many now see the provision of wireless network infrastructure as a natural 
extension of this role. Is there anything distinctive about wireless that might complicate this? 
 
 



Part 3: Wrap Up 
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